
DATA ITEM DESCRIPTION 

Title: CRITICAL ITEM CHARACTERISTICS LIST 

Number: DI-MGMT-81988 Approval Date: 20150714 

AMSC Number: N9565 Limitation:  

DTIC Applicable: No GIDEP Applicable: No 

Preparing Activity: SH Project Number: MGMT-2015-011 

Applicable Forms: 

Use/relationship: The Critical Item Characteristics List (CICL) is used to identify and document 

components, assemblies, and processes with one or more critical characteristics that if not 

conforming to the design data or quality requirements would result in an unsafe condition.  

This Data Item Description (DID) contains the format and content preparation instructions for 

the data product generated by the specific and discrete task requirements as delineated in the 

contract. 

Requirements: 

1. Reference documents. The applicable issue of any documents cited herein, including their

approval dates and dates of any applicable amendments, notices, and revisions, shall be as

cited in the current issue of the DODISS at the time of the solicitation, or for non DODISS-

listed documents, as stated herein.

2. When referenced within the Technical Data Package, a critical characteristic is defined by

DOD-STD-2101.

3. Format. The CICL shall be in the contractor’s format.

4. Content. The list shall identify the following elements:

a. Contract Number and the date of the report.

b. Critical item identification including the part number, nomenclature, and National

Stock Number.

c. Associated critical item characteristics.

d. Commercial and Government Entity (CAGE) Code that identifies the manufacturer

of the critical item.

e. Analytical data and results, which support the determination that an item and

associated characteristics are critical.

f. Documents which control the critical characteristics.

g. Service life, if established, for the critical item.
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h. The most effective inspection method to be performed on the critical item to inspect

the critical characteristics. The inspection method shall include any applicable test

requirements (e.g., test equipment, test conditions, detailed test procedures, test

results).

5. Media requirements. The report shall be in Adobe® electronic Portable Document Format

(pdf), version 2007-2010.
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